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SHOTGUN ASSEMBLY OF RANDOM REGULAR GRAPHS
ELCHANAN MOSSEL˚ AND NIKE SUN:
Abstract. In recent work, Mossel and Ross (2015) consider the shotgun assembly problem
for random graphs G: what radius R ensures that G can be uniquely recovered from its
list of rooted R-neighborhoods, with high probability? Here we consider this question for
random regular graphs of fixed degree d ě 3. A result of Bolloba´s (1982) implies efficient
recovery at R “ p1` q 12 logd´1 n with high probability — moreover, this recovery algorithm
uses only a summary of the distances in each neighborhood. We show that using the full
neighborhood structure gives a sharper bound
R “ log n` log log n
2 logpd´ 1q `Op1q,
which we prove is tight up to the Op1q term. One consequence of our proof is that if G,H are
independent graphs where G follows the random regular law, then with high probability the
graphs are non-isomorphic; and this can be efficiently certified by testing theR-neighborhood
list of H against the R-neighborhood of a single adversarially chosen vertex of G.
1. Introduction
In recent work, Mossel and Ross [MR15] pose the following inverse problem: let G “ pV,Eq
be an unknown graph. We are given, for every vertex v P V , the R-neighborhood BRpvq, in
which only the root v is labelled. The shotgun assembly problem is to recover G uniquely
from its list of rooted R-neighborhoods. The question posed by [MR15] is to find, for natural
random graph models, the radius R required for assembly (with high probability). This is
a variant of the famous reconstruction conjecture [Kel57, Har74] from combinatorics, which
states that a (deterministic) graph can be recovered uniquely from its list of vertex-deleted
subgraphs. The random graph setting makes recovery easier; but the subgraphs supplied are
more localized which makes recovery harder (see [MR15] for more details).
For the Erdo˝s–Re´nyi random graph of constant average degree d, it is shown [MR15]
that there are constants 0 ă c´pdq ď c`pdq ă 8 such that, with high probability, assembly
is possible for R ą c` log n, and impossible for R ă c´ log n. The question of existence of a
sharp threshold cpdq log n is left as one the main open problems in [MR15].
In this paper we resolve the corresponding problem for random d-regular graphs:
Theorem 1. Let G “ pV,Eq be a random d-regular graph on n vertices. Let R “ R‹pGq be
the minimal radius R required to assemble G from its list of rooted R-neighborhoods. Then
there exists a positive absolute constant ∆ such that for any fixed d ě 3,
lim
nÑ8P
ˆZ
log n` log log n´∆
2 logpd´ 1q
^
ď R ď
R
log n` log log n`∆
2 logpd´ 1q
V
` 1
˙
“ 1.
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2 E. MOSSEL AND N. SUN
We explain below that R ď p1` q1
2
logd´1 n is immediate from a result of Bolloba´s [Bol82].
Moreover, similarly to [Bol82] (see also [KSV02]), our proof implies that in a random regular
graph, with high probability, no two vertices have isomorphic R`-neighborhoods, where
R´ ” R´p∆q ”
Z
log n` log log n´∆
2 logpd´ 1q
^
, R` ” R`p∆q ”
R
log n` log log n`∆
2 logpd´ 1q
V
.
This gives a procedure to certify that the graph has trivial automorphism group, by compar-
ing all its R`-neighborhoods. Another consequence of our proof is that if H is an arbitrary
graph, and G is a random regular graph independent of H, then with high probability
no vertex of G has a counterpart in H with isomorphic R`-neighborhood. Thus we can
certify non-isomorphism of G and H by testing all R`-neighborhoods of H against the R`-
neighborhood of a single adversarially chosen vertex of H. These certifications can be made
in polynomial time; for further detail see Remarks 4.2 and 5.14.
Acknowledgements. We thank the MSR Theory Group for hosting a visit during which
part of this work was completed. N.S. also gratefully acknowledges the hospitality of the
Wharton Statistics Department.
2. Definitions and proof ideas
In this section we describe the problem setting in a more formal way, and explain some of
the high-level proof ideas.
2.1. Configuration model. We sample from the configuration model [Bol80] for d-regular
random graphs, as follows. The vertex set is V ” rns ” t1, . . . , nu. Let rnds represent the set
of labelled half-edges. For each vertex v P rns we write δv for its set of incident half-edges,
which have labels between vpd´ 1q ` 1 and vd. Assuming nd is even, we take a uniformly
random matching on the set of half-edges to form the set E of edges.
The resulting random graph G ” pV,Eq is permitted to have self-loops and multi-edges.
However, conditioned on the event S that G is simple (free of self-loops or multi-edges), it is
uniformly random over the space of all simple d-regular graphs on n vertices. Throughout this
paper, self-loops and multi-edges are permitted unless we explicitly prescribe the graph to be
simple. We write P ” Pn,d for the distribution of the graph under the d-regular configuration
model. Then Psimp ” Pp¨|Sq is the uniform probability measure over simple d-regular graphs
on n vertices.
An event E is said to hold with high probability if PpEq tends to one in the limit nÑ 8
(keeping d fixed). It is a classical result ([BC78]; see [Wor99] for further background) that
PpSq tends in the limit nÑ 8 to a constant ppdq P p0, 1q. Consequently, if an event occurs
with high probability under P, then it also occurs with high probability under Psimp; but the
converse is false. All results stated in Section 1 apply to P, hence also to Psimp.
2.2. Shotgun assembly. We now formally define the shotgun assembly problem for a graph
G “ pV,Eq. For a vertex v P V , let NRpvq denote the subset of vertices in V that lie at graph
distance ď R from v. Take the subgraph of G induced by NRpvq, and remove the edges puwq
where both u,w P NRpvqzNR´1pvq. We denote this resulting subgraph by BRpvq— we regard
it as an undirected graph where the root v is labelled, but all other vertices are unlabelled.
We consider the question [MR15] of whether the graph G can uniquely reconstructed from
its list pBRpvqqvPV of R-neighborhoods. This property is clearly monotone in R, so we can
define R‹pGq to be the minimal radius R such that G can be uniquely reconstructed.
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The R-neighborhood type of a vertex v is defined to be the isomorphism class TRpvq of the
rooted graph BRpvq: in TRpvq, the root v is still marked as a distinguished vertex, but it is
no longer labelled with the name v. According to our definition, for two vertices v ‰ w, the
neighborhoods BRpvq and BRpwq are unequal simply because one has a root labeled v while
the other has a root labeled w. We say that the vertices have isomorphic R-neighborhoods,
BRpvq – BRpwq, if and only if TRpvq and TRpwq are equal as rooted unlabelled graphs.
2.3. Proof ideas. The gist of Theorem 1 is that in random regular graphs, loosely speaking,
“tree neighborhoods are all alike; but every non-tree neighborhood is filled with cycles in its
own way.” For the second part of this assertion, a simple observation [MR15] is that if no
two vertices of a graph have isomorphic R-neighborhoods, then the graph G can be uniquely
recovered from neighborhoods of radius R ` 1. The main challenge in proving the upper
bound of Theorem 1 is establishing that R`-neighborhoods are non-isomorphic.
Let dipvq denote the number of vertices at distance exactly i from v; then pd1pvq, . . . , dRpvqq
is the distance sequence of v to depth R. In the random d-regular graph, Bolloba´s showed
[Bol82] that with high probability no two vertices have the same distance sequence to depth
R “ p1` q1
2
logd´1 n. If the distance sequences differ then the neighborhoods are clearly
non-isomorphic, so this immediately implies that the reconstruction radius R “ R‹pGq is,
with high probability, at most p1` q1
2
logd´1 n.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that if R ď 1
2
logd´1 n` cplog nq1{2 for some con-
stant c ą 0, it will no longer be the case that all distance sequences are distinct. Instead, we
achieve the upper bound of Theorem 1 using the full cycle structure of each R-neighborhood,
where the cycle structure (defined below) is a compact encoding of the neighborhood type.
The proof of the upper bound then proceeds in two steps:
1. In Section 4 we show that for R “ R`p∆q, the probability of seeing any fixed cycle struc-
ture is ď n´a for a constant ap∆q satisfying ap∆q Ñ 8 as ∆ Ñ 8. If different neighbor-
hoods were independent, this step would suffice to prove the upper bound. Of course, in
reality they are not independent; in fact almost every pair of R`-neighborhoods intersects
at many points. Instead:
2. In Section 5 we control the dependency between different neighborhoods around each pair
of vertices u ‰ v. A key step is to show that even if u and v are close, they are nevertheless
far apart “in some direction,” and it suffices to analyze their “directed neighborhoods.”
The main technical difficulty is to construct a coupling of the directed neighborhoods
with a pair of mutually independent directed neighborhoods, such that the discrepancy
between the two pairs is bounded.
The analysis of Section 5 yields enough independence that the upper bound can be deduced
from the results of Section 4.
For the lower bound, we construct two simple R´-neighborhoods which can be exchanged
without affecting the list of pR´ ´ 1q-neighborhoods (Figure 4). The result then follows by
showing that both neighborhoods are present in the graph with high probability: this is
proved by a second moment argument, where again the main challenge is the intersection
neighborhoods.
3. Preliminaries
In this section we make some preliminary observations and estimates. For any graph H
we write V pHq for the vertex set of H, and EpHq for the edge set.
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3.1. BFS exploration of neighborhood cycle structure. In our analysis we will often
consider breadth-first search (bfs) exploration in a graph from multiple source vertices, as
follows:
Definition 3.1 (bfs). Given a graph G “ pV,Eq and a set s “ tv1, . . . , vku Ď V of source
vertices, the bfs exploration of G started from s proceeds as follows. We maintain a directed
graph Gt of vertices reached. We also maintain an ordered list Ft of frontier half-edges, which
we term the bfs queue. Initially, G0 is the graph with vertex set s and no edges; and F0
lists the kd half-edges incident to s in increasing order of the half-edge label. We define
depthpvq ” 0 for all v P s.
At each time t ě 0, as long as Ft ‰ ∅, take the first half-edge gt listed in Ft, and write ut for
its incident vertex. Reveal the half-edge ht P rnds to which it is paired, and write wt for the
incident vertex. Set
Gt`1 ” Gt together with the arrow ut Ñ wt.
If wt was not already present in Gt then we define
depthpwtq ” depthputq ` 1,
and set Ft`1 to be Ft with gt removed and δwzthtu appended at the end. (The half-edges
incident to each vertex are ordered, so δwzthtu is an ordered list.) If wt was already present
in Gt, then depthpwtq is already defined. We term this event a bfs collision, and set Ft`1 to
be Ft with gt, ht removed. After t steps, the number of unmatched half-edges remaining is
nd´ 2t. The process terminates upon reaching the first time t that Ft “ ∅.
Note from Definition 3.1 that a bfs collision occurs either with depthputq “ depthpwtq, or
depthputq ` 1 “ depthpwtq. We define the collision depth to be
1
2
rdepthputq ` depthpwtq ` 1s. (1)
In particular, if |s| “ 1, collisions at integer depths correspond to cycles of even length, while
collisions at half-integer depths correspond to cycles of odd length. The only cycles in the
directed graph G are the self-loops xÑ x. Throughout what follows, when we refer a cycle
in G, we mean a cycle in the undirected version of G.
Definition 3.2 (cycle support). Let O be any set of cycles in (the undirected version of) G.
The support supppO;Gq of O in G is the minimal subgraph C Ď G which contains O Y s,
and further satisfies the property that if xÑ y in G with y P C , then x P C as well.
Definition 3.3 (cycle structure). Given a graph G “ pV,Eq and a set s of source vertices,
write BRpsq for the union of R-neighborhoods BRpvq over v P s. Let G be the directed
graph produced by bfs exploration of BRpsq started from source set s. Let cycRpGq be the
collection of cycles σ in G such that σ Ď BRpvq for some v P s. The depth-R cycle structure
of s is defined to be
CRpsq ” supppcycRpGq;Gq.
In particular, CRpsq encodes the neighborhood isomorphism types pTRpvq : v P sq.
For each vertex z in the bfs dagG, write indegpzq for the number of arrows in G incoming
to z. The total number of bfs collisions in G is given byÿ
zPV pGq
rindegpzq ´ 1s ` |s| “ |EpGq| ´ |V pGq| ` |s|.
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The number of bfs collisions within C is
γpC q ” |EpC q| ´ |V pC q| ` |s|. (2)
For comparison, the Euler characteristic of C is
χpC q ” |EpC q| ´ |V pC q| ` κpC q
where κ counts the number of connected components. If |s| “ 1, then C consists of a single
connected component that contains s, so in this case γpC q “ χpC q.
3.2. Preliminary bounds. We now record some preliminary observations on the possible
cycle structures that can arise in a d-regular graph.
Lemma 3.4. If C is the depth-R cycle structure of a vertex v in a d-regular graph, then
|EpC q| ď 2γpC qrR ´ logd´1 γpC q ` odp1qs.
Proof. Let pGtqtě0 be the increasing sequence of directed graphs produced by bfs exploration
of BRpvq. Following the notations of Definitions 3.2 and 3.3, write
C pGtq ” supppcycRpGtq;Gtq.
Recalling Definition 3.1, suppose the i-th bfs collision occurs at time t between half-edges
g, h P Ft, with incident vertices u,w at the boundary of V pGtq. We consider the subgraph
Ni ” C pGt`1qzC pGt`1q which is appended to the cycle structure as a result of this collision.
Let u1 be the nearest ancestor of u that lies in C pGtq. Let piu be the shortest path in
G joining u to u1 — note the path is unique, since if there were multiple shortest paths
they would form a cycle which would already be in C pGtq, contradicting the assumption
that x1 is the nearest vertex of C pGtq to x. Let v1 be the nearest ancestor of v that lies
in C pGtq Y piv, and let piv be the (unique) shortest path in Gt joining v to v1. The cycle
structure contribution from the i-th collision is then
Ni “ C pGt`1qzC pGtq “ piu Y piv.
The segments piu and piv are edge-disjoint, so this has total edge length ai ` 2bi where
bi ” mint|Eppiuq|, |Eppivq|u,
ai ” maxt|Eppiuq|, |Eppivq|u ´ bi.
Note that for pi “ piu, piv, and for any 0 ď r ď R, we have
|EpBrpvq X piq| ě p|Eppiq| ` r ´Rq` ě |Eppiq| ` r ´R.
Let ki be defined by ai ` 2bi ” 2pR ´ kiq. Then, for any 0 ď r ď R,
|EpBrpvq XNiq| ě pai ` bi ` r ´Rq` ` pbi ` r ´Rq`
ě 2r ´ 2R ` ai ` 2bi “ 2pr ´ kiq.
Since the subgraphs Brpvq XNi (indexed by 1 ď i ď γpC q) are edge-disjoint, the sum over
all i of |EpBrpvq XNiq| must be upper bounded by the total number dpd´ 1qr´1 of edges in
Brpvq. Therefore we have
dpd´ 1qr´1 ě 2
γpC qÿ
i“1
pr ´ kiq “ 2γpC qpr ´ kq
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where k denotes the average value of ki. Rearranging gives the bound
k ě max
0ďrďR
”
r ´ dpd´ 1q
r´1
2γpC q
ı
.
The right-hand side is a concave function of r, maximized by setting r “ r‹ where
1
logpd´ 1q “
dpd´ 1qr‹´1
2γpC q .
This gives r‹ “ logd´1 γ ´ odp1q, so
k ě r‹ ´ 1
logpd´ 1q ě logd´1 γ ´ odp1q.
To conclude, recall that
|EpC q| “
γpC qÿ
i“1
|EpNiq| “
γpC qÿ
i“1
2pR ´ kiq “ 2γpC qpR ´ kq,
so the lemma follows. 
Recall the following well-known form of the Chernoff bound (see e.g. [J LR00, Thm. 2.1]):
if X is a binomial random variable with mean µ, then for all t ě 1 we have
PpX ě tµq ď expt´tµ logpt{equ. (3)
Lemma 3.5 (total number of cycles). Let s Ď rns with |s| upper bounded by an absolute
constant, and let G “ pV,Eq be a random d-regular graph on n vertices. Let
R ď Rmax ” log n` 2 log log n
2 logpd´ 1q . (4)
If C “ CRpsq is the depth-R cycle structure of s, then (for large enough n)
PpγpC q ě 2e|s|2plog nq2q ď expt´plog nq2u.
Proof. The bfs exploration of BRpsq requires at most |s|dpd´ 1qR´1 steps. At each step,
regardless of what the exploration has found up to that point, the number of vertices reached
is at most |s|pd´ 1qR, so the number of frontier half-edges is at most |s|dpd´ 1qR. The
number of unexplored vertices is then at least n´ |s|pd´ 1qR, so the conditional probability
to form a collision at each step is at most
|s|dpd´ 1qR
nd´ |s|dpd´ 1qR ď 2|s|pd´ 1q
R.
The total number of collisions in the exploration of BRpsq is then stochastically dominated
by a binomial random variable with mean
µ ď 2|s|2pd´ 1q2R{n ď 2|s|2plog nq2
(for all R ď Rmax). The claimed bound then follows from (3). 
Lemma 3.6 (few shallow cycles). In the setting of Lemma 3.5, if C “ CRpsq where
R ď rp1´ q{2s logd´1 n
for a positive constant , then for any constant ℘ we have (for large enough n)
PpγpC q ě 2℘{q n´℘.
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Proof. This follows from the argument of Lemma 3.5: if R ď rp1´ q{2s logd´1 n then we
have µ ď 2|s|2{n, so the bound follows by again using (3). 
Lemma 3.7 (few short cycles). In the setting of Lemma 3.5, let C  Ď C be the cycle structure
restricted to cycles of length ď p1´ q logd´1 n. Then
PpγpC q ě 5℘{q n´℘.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.5 let us assume that C “ CRpsq has γpC q ď plog nq3, since the
probability for this to fail decays faster than any polynomial in n.
Write L ” p1´ q logd´1 n. Suppose at time t in the bfs that g P Ft is the next frontier
half-edge to be explored, incident to a vertex u at depth ` ď R. In order to close a cycle of
length ď L, g must match to another half-edge h P Ft, whose incident vertex w lies within
distance L´ 1 of u in the subgraph Gt that has been explored so far.
If there are no cycles in (the undirected version of) Gt, then there is a unique path from
u to w: first it travels upwards from u to a vertex z at depth `´ j, then it travels back
down from z to w. If depthpwq then the downward path has length j1 “ j; otherwise, if
depthpwq “ L` 1 then the downward path has length j1 “ j ` 1. In either case we require
j ` j1 ď L´ 1. The total number of vertices w reachable from u within L´ 1 steps is then
ď d´ 2
d´ 1
”ÿ
jě0
1tj ` 1 ď L{2upd´ 1qj`1 ` pd´ 1qpL´1q{21tL oddu
ı
ď 2pd´ 1qtL{2u,
under the assumption that Gt is a tree.
If Gt is not a tree, the above argument does not apply, since the shortest path from u to
w can have alternating up (decreasing depth) and down (increasing depth) segments, as in
Figure 1. Note however that each “valley” — that is, each vertex where the path switches
direction from downwards to upwards — must have in-degree larger than one, and therefore
contributes to γpC q. Let z be the last vertex on the path with indegpzq ě 2, taking z ” u if
the path has no such vertex. Suppose depthpzq “ `´ i, so in particular the path from u to z
must have length at least i. Then the path from z to w cannot have any valleys, so it must
consist of an up-segment of length j ´ i ě 0, followed by a down-segment of length
j1 “ j ` depthpwq ´ depthpuq P tj, j ` 1u.
In order for the entire path to have length ď L´ 1, we require j ` j1 ď L´ 1. It follows
that the total number of vertices w reachable from u within L´ 1 steps is
ď rγpC q ` 1s ¨ 2pd´ 1qtL{2u.
The factor γpC q ` 1 counts the number of choices for z, z1 where z1 Ñ z in Gt (the `1 term
accounts for the case z “ u). The remaining factor pd´ 1qtL{2u accounts for the choice of w
given z, which is bounded as in the tree case.
The total number of bfs steps is at most dpd´ 1qRmax´1. At each step, if g P δu is the
next half-edge to be explored and w lies within L´ 1 of u as above, the chance for g to
match to δw is ď r1` onp1qs{n. It follows that the total number of cycles contributing to
C  is stochastically dominated by a binomial random variable with mean
ď dpd´ 1qRmax´1 ¨ rγpC q ` 1s2pd´ 1qtL{2u ¨ r1` onp1qs{n ď n´{4,
having invoked the assumption that γpC q ď plog nq3. The lemma now follows from (3). 
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v
z
wu
(a) Single-source bfs.
v2 v3v1
wu
(b) Multiple-source bfs.
Figure 1. Shortest paths with many valleys. In bfs from a single source (left panel), the
shortest path from u to w can have valleys by passing many cycles. In bfs with multiple
sources (right panel), even if there are no cycles, the bfs can have collisions, and the path
can have valleys by passing through these.
4. Probability of a single cycle structure
Recall that for a vertex v, we write BRpvq for its R-neighborhood, in which only the root
v is labelled. We then write TRpvq for the isomorphism class of the rooted graph BRpvq. Let
ΩR denote the set of all TR “ TRpvq which can arise from a d-regular graph, and for which
|EpTRq| ě 13pd´ 1qR. (5)
The main goal of this section is to prove the following:
Proposition 4.1. Under the configuration model P “ Pn,d for any d ě 3,
PpTRpvq R ΩR for any vertex vq ď n´1`onp1q. (6)
For any positive constant ℘, there exists ∆ ” ∆p℘q sufficiently large so that for R ě R`p∆q,
and for any fixed vertex v,
PpTRpvq “ TRq ď n´℘ for all TR P ΩR. (7)
Remark 4.2. Suppose G and H are independent graphs where G follows the random regular
law. Following the statement of Theorem 1, we claimed that (with high probability) no vertex
of G has a counterpart in H with isomorphic R`-neighborhood. To see this, condition on H
and treat it as a deterministic graph: then
PpTRpvq “ TRpwq for some v in G,w in Hq
ď PpTRpvq R ΩR for any v in Gq `
ÿ
wPH
1tTRpwq R ΩRu
ÿ
vPG
PpTRpvq “ TRpwqq.
This can be made onp1q by applying Proposition 4.1 with ℘ ą 2, and taking R “ R`p∆p℘qq.
We obtain the first part of Proposition 4.1 as a consequence of the following:
Lemma 4.3. For any fixed d ě 3, for any R with plog nq4 ď pd´ 1qR ď n{plog nq3,
P
ˆ |EpBRpvqq|
pd´ 1qR ď
d´ 2
d´ 1 ´
log log n
log n
˙
ď n´2`onp1q, (8)
P
ˆ |EpBRpvqq|
pd´ 1qR ď
d´ 4
d´ 1 ´
log log n
log n
˙
ď n´3`onp1q, (9)
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where the second bound holds vacuously for d “ 3, 4. Moreover
Psimp
ˆ |EpBRpvqq|
pd´ 1qR ď
d´ 2
d´ 1 ´
log log n
log n
˙
ď n´3`onp1q. (10)
The bound (6) follows from (8) by taking a union bound over all vertices in the graph. The
bounds (9) and (10) are not needed in what follows, but we provide to illustrate a technical
issue which occurs in the configuration model P at low degree: for d “ 3, 4 it is easy to find
structures TR R ΩR with PpTRpvq “ TRq — n´2 (Figure 2). However, (9) and (10) show that
such scenarios are excluded from P for d ě 5, and from Psimp for any d ě 3.
d = 3 d = 4
Figure 2. For d “ 3, 4, examples of TR R ΩR with PpTRpvq “ TRq — n´2.
Definition 4.4. Suppose BRpsq has cycle structure C .
(a) For each arrow e “ pxÑ yq in C , write jpeq “ j to indicate that among the (at most d)
arrows outgoing from x, xÑ y is the j-th arrow traversed by the bfs.
(b) If e “ pxÑ yq corresponds to a bfs collision at some time t, let g, h be the half-edges
involved, where g P δx is the first element of Ft and h P δy. We then write j1peq “ j1
to indicate that h is the j1-th half-edge incident to y. If e “ pxÑ yq does not form a
collision, we set j1peq “ 0.
Write Lpeq ” pjpeq, j1peqq. Let LabpC q denote the set of all attainable labels L for C .
Now consider bfs exploration started from a single source v. Recall from Definition 3.1
that Vt is the set of vertices reached by time t, and Ft is the list of frontier half-edges at time
t; denote δt ” |Ft|. Then δt increases by d´ 2 each time the bfs finds a new vertex, and
decreases by 2 each time the bfs closes a cycle. We start from δ0 “ d, so
δt “ d` pd´ 2qt´ d
ÿ
sďt
Is (11)
where Is is the indicator that a cycle is closed at time s. Note that if we are given the
cycle structure C together with a labeling L P LabpC q, this completely determines It, δt for
all t ě 0. To emphasize this we sometimes write It “ ItpC , Lq and δt “ δtpC , Lq.
Lemma 4.5. Fix a vertex v in the random d-regular graph on n vertices. For any depth-
R cycle structure C , let T be the R-neighborhood structure corresponding to C , and write
T “ |EpT q|. Then
PpCRpvq “ C q “
ÿ
LPLabpC q
Tź
t“0
rnd´ 2t´ δtpC , Lqs1´ItpC ,Lq
nd´ 2t´ 1 . (12)
Further, if T  n2{3 and γpC q n{T , then (12) equals
eonp1q
pndqγpC q
ÿ
LPLabpC q
exp
"
´
řT
t“0 δtpC , Lq
nd
*
“ e
onp1q|LabpC q|
pndqγpC q exp
"
´ pd´ 2qT
2
2nd
*
. (13)
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Proof. Consider the bfs exploration determined by pC , Lq. After t steps of the bfs, there are
nd´ 2t half-edges remaining, of which δtpC , Lq are in the list Ft of frontier half-edges. The
exploration chooses the next half-edge gt in Ft, and reveals its neighbor ht, which is uniformly
distributed among the other nd´ 2t´ 1 remaining half-edges. Thus the probability that ht
is incident to a previously unexplored vertex is
nd´ 2t´ δtpC , Lq
nd´ 2t´ 1 .
If ItpC , Lq “ 1 then ht must be a half-edge already in Ft. For any paths pi, pi1 in C leading to
different half-edges h ‰ h1 in Ft, the edge label sequences pLpeq : e P piq and pLpe1q : e1 P pi1q
must differ. Thus there is a unique choice of ht P Ft compatible with pC , Lq, and the chance
that gt matches with the correct half-edge ht is simply
1
nd´ 2t´ 1 .
This proves (12). If T  n2{3 and γpC q n{T , then, using that δt À dT for all t ď T , we
estimate the right-hand side of (12) to equal
“ 1pnd´OpT qqγpC q
ÿ
LPLabpC q
Tź
t“0
ˆ
1´ δtpC , Lq
nd´ 2t´ 1 `O
ˆ
1
nd
` dT
2
pndq2
˙˙
“ e
onp1q
pndqγpC q
ÿ
LPLabpC q
Tź
t“0
ˆ
1´ δtpC , Lq
nd´ 2t´ 1
˙
“ e
onp1q
pndqγpC q
ÿ
LPLabpC q
exp
"
´
řT
t“0 δtpC , Lq
nd
*
,
which proves the first part of (13). For any L P LabpC q, summing (11) over t givesřT
t“0 δtpC , Lq
nd
“ pd´ 2qT
2
2nd
`O
ˆ
T p1` γpC qq
n
˙
“ pd´ 2qT
2
2nd
` onp1q, (14)
which proves the second part of (13). 
On the right-hand side of (13), note that
|LabpC q| À pd´ 1q|EpC q|dγpC q (15)
Combining with the bound of Lemma 3.4 gives
|LabpC q|
pndqγpC q À
pd´ 1q|EpC q|
nγpC q
ď
ˆpd´ 1q2R`odp1q
nγpC q2
˙γpC q
.
Optimizing over γpC q then gives
|LabpC q|
pndqγpC q ď exptpd´ 1q
R`odp1q{n1{2u ď exptplog nq1{2e∆{2`odp1qu. (16)
We now estimate T “ |EpBRpvqq|.
Lemma 4.6. Consider bfs exploration of BRpvq (started from s “ tvu). Let γi count bfs
collisions at depth i (as defined by (1)), and let mi ” γi´1{2 ` γi. Then the number of edges
in BRpvq is lower bounded by
pd´ 1qR
1´ 1{d
„
1´
ÿ
1ďiďR
2p1´ 1{dqmi
pd´ 1qi

.
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Proof. Let τp`q be the number of bfs steps required to reach all vertices in B`´1pvq, and
write δp`q ” δτp`q for the number of frontier half-edges at time τp`q. To explore the next
level, we reveal each of these δp`q half-edges one by one, so there is one bfs step for each
half-edge except if two of these half-edges are paired, where the number of such pairings is
γ`´1{2. Therefore
τp`` 1q ´ τp`q “ δp`q ´ γ`´1{2. (17)
By the same argument as for (11), we also have
δp`` 1q ´ δp`q “ pd´ 2qrτp`` 1q ´ τp`qs ´ dpγ`´1{2 ` γ`q
Combining these equations gives
δp`` 1q
d´ 1 “ δp`q ´ 2γ`´1{2 ´
d
d´ 1γ`,
and it follows by induction that
δp`q “ pd´ 1q
`
1´ 1{d
„
δp1q
d
´
ÿ
1ďiď`´1
2p1´ 1{dqγi´1{2 ` γi
pd´ 1qi

.
The number of steps to explore BRpvq is
T “ τpR ` 1q ě τpR ` 1q ´ τpRq “ δpRq ´ γR´1{2.
Substituting the above formula for δ, and recalling mi “ γi´1{2 ` γi, we find
T ě pd´ 1q
R
1´ 1{d
„
δp1q
d
´
ÿ
1ďiďR
2p1´ 1{dqγi´1{2 ` γi
pd´ 1qi

. (18)
Since δp1q “ d the lemma follows. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. As in the statement of the lemma, let plog nq4 ď pd´ 1qR ď n{plog nq3.
In view of Lemma 4.6, it suffices to lower bound
1´
ÿ
1ďiďR
2p1´ 1{dqmi
pd´ 1qi .
Similarly as in Lemma 3.5, mi is dominated by a binomial random variable with mean
— pd´ 1q2i{n, which is  pd´ 1qi{plog nq2 for all i ď R thanks to the assumption that
pd´ 1qR ď n{plog nq3. Combining with (3) gives
P
ˆ
mi ě pd´ 1q
i
plog nq2
˙
ď expt´plog nq2u for all i˝ ď i ď R, (19)
where i˝ is the smallest value of i such that pd´ 1qi ě plog nq4. Next let m˝ denote the sum
of mi over all i ă i˝: this is stochastically dominated by a binomial random variable with
mean plog nq10{n, so another application of (3) gives
Ppm˝ ě 2q ď n´2`onp1q and Ppm˝ ě 3q ď n´3`onp1q. (20)
Combining (19) and (20) we see that, except with probability at most n´2`onp1q,ÿ
1ďiďR
2p1´ 1{dqmi
pd´ 1qi ď
2p1´ 1{dq
d´ 1 m˝ `
Op1q
log n
ď 2
d
` Op1q
log n
.
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Likewise it holds except with probability at most n´3`onp1q thatÿ
1ďiďR
2p1´ 1{dqmi
pd´ 1qi ď
2p1´ 1{dq
d´ 1 m˝ `
Op1q
log n
ď 4
d
` Op1q
log n
.
Recalling Lemma 4.6, this implies (8) and (9). Next we note that if we omit the i “ 1 term,
then it holds except with probability at most n´3`onp1q thatÿ
2ďiďR
2p1´ 1{dqmi
pd´ 1qi ď
2p1´ 1{dq
pd´ 1q2 m˝ `
Op1q
log n
ď 4
dpd´ 1q `
Op1q
log n
ď 2
d
` Op1q
log n
.
This implies (10) since in simple graphs we must have m1 “ 0. 
The following is an immediate consequence of the proof of Lemma 4.3, which we record
for use in Section 5. As above, let γipTRq count the number of bfs collisions at depth i in
TR, and let mipTRq ” γi´1{2pTRq ` γipTRq.
Corollary 4.7. Let i˝ be the smallest integer i such that pd´ 1qi ě plog nq4. Let TR denote
the set of all TR “ TRpvq which can arise in a d-regular graph, and for which
m˝pTRq ”
ÿ
1ďiăi˝
mi ď 1 and
ÿ
i˝ďiďR
mipTRq
pd´ 1qi ď
3
log n
.
Then TR Ď ΩR, and for any fixed vertex v we have PpTRpvq R TRq ď n´2`onp1q.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. First recall from Lemma 3.5 that the chance to have more than
say plog nq3 cycles in BRpvq decays faster than any polynomial of n, so it remains to consider
the case γpC q ď plog nq3. Then the condition γpC q n{T of Lemma 4.5 is satisfied, so we
have from (13) that the probability to see cycle structure C in BRpvq is
PpCRpvq “ C q “ e
onp1q|LabpC q|
pndqγpC q exp
"
´ pd´ 2qT
2
2nd
*
.
We have from (16) that
|LabpC q|
pndqγpC q ď exptplog nq
1{2e∆{2`odp1qu.
For TR P ΩR, we have by definition T ě 13pd´ 1qR, so
exp
"
´ pd´ 2qT
2
2nd
*
ď expt´Ωp1qpd´ 1q2R{nu ď expt´Ωp1qplog nqe∆u.
Combining these two factors gives
PpTRpvq “ TRq ď expt´Ωp1qplog nqe∆u,
which is  n´℘ by taking R ě R`p∆q with ∆ “ ∆p℘q sufficiently large. This proves (7);
and as noted above (6) follows directly from Lemma 4.3. 
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5. Upper bound on reconstruction radius
Throughout the following we assume that R is upper bounded by Rmax from (4).
Definition 5.1. Let C be a cycle structure, regarded as an undirected graph with root
vertices s. We can add a cycle to C by specifying two points a, b P C (with a “ b permitted)
and joining them by a new segment of ` ě 1 edges. We can delete a cycle from C by first
cutting an edge in C , then successively pruning leaf vertices x R s until none remain. Given
two cycle structures C ,C 1, their distance distpC ,C 1q is the minimum number of add/delete
operations required to go from C to C 1.
Recall Definition 3.3 that the cycle structure CRpvq is simply an encoding of the rooted
graph TRpvq; and recall from (5) the definition of ΩR. The main goal of this section is to
prove the following, from which the upper bound of Theorem 1 will follow:
Proposition 5.2. For R “ R`p∆q with ∆ a sufficiently large absolute constant, it holds
with high probability that for all pairs of vertices u ‰ v,
distpCRpuq,CRpvqqq ě log n
10 log log n
.
5.1. Directed explorations. We first argue that with high probability, each pair of vertices
u ‰ v in the graph will be well-separated “in some direction,” even if they are neighbors. To
this end we make the following definition:
Definition 5.3. In the graph G “ pV,Eq, fix a vertex v P V , with incident half-edges δv.
For any subset of half-edges v Ď δv, the R-neighborhood of v in direction v is the subgraph
BRpvq Ď G induced by the vertices reachable from v by a path of length ď R that does not
use any half-edge of δvzv. In particular, if v has a self-loop that goes through the half-edge
h, then BRpthuq “ tvu. As with BRpvq, we regard BRpvq as a graph where only the root v is
labelled. We then write TRpvq for the rooted isomorphism class of BRpvq, so BRpuq – BRpvq
if and only if TRpuq “ TRpvq. The bfs exploration of BRpvq will be termed a directed bfs.
Throughout what follows we denote L˝ ” 116 logd´1 n.
Lemma 5.4. With high probability, it holds for all pairs of vertices u ‰ v in V that there
exist subsets u Ď δu, v Ď δv with |u| “ |v| “ d´ 2 such that
BL˝puq XBL˝pvq “ ∅
and at least one of the two subgraphs BL˝puq, BL˝pvq is a tree.
Proof. Consider bfs started from u to depth 3L˝. The number of collisions is dominated
by a binomial random variable with mean — pd´ 1q6L˝{n “ n´5{8, so by (3) the chance to
have more than one collision is ď n´5{4`onp1q. Taking a union bound we see that, with high
probability, B3L˝puq has at most one cycle for every u P V . This implies in particular that
B3L˝pu1q must be a tree for some u1 Ď δu with |u1| “ d´ 2. It follows that for all pairs u ‰ v,
one of the following scenarios must hold:
a. BL˝puq XBL˝pvq “ ∅. From the above comment we can extract u Ď δu, v Ď δv, both of
size d´ 2, such that B3L˝puq and B3L˝pvq are trees.
b. BL˝puq XBL˝pvq ‰ ∅, and B3L˝puq contains two paths pi1, pi2 joining u to v. Then the
union of paths pi ” pi1 Y pi2 contains the unique cycle of B3L˝puq. If we form u and v by
choosing d´ 2 elements each from δuzpi and δvzpi respectively, then BL˝puq and BL˝pvq
are disjoint trees.
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c. BL˝puq XBL˝pvq ‰ ∅, and B3L˝puq contains a single path pi joining u to v. If we form u
and v by choosing d´ 2 elements each from δuzpi and δvzpi respectively, then BL˝puq and
BL˝pvq are disjoint. They are both subgraphs of B3L˝puq, which has at most one cycle,
so at least one of the graphs BL˝puq, BL˝pvq must be a tree.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Next, recalling (5), define ΩdirR to be the set of all directed neighborhoods TR “ TRpvq
which can arise from a d-regular graph, and for which
|EpTRq| ě 13pd´ 1qR.
Further, recalling Corollary 4.7, define T dirR to be the set of all directed neighborhoods
TR “ TRpvq which can arise from a d-regular graph, and for which
m˝pTRq ”
ÿ
1ďiăi˝
mipTRq “ 0 and
ÿ
i˝ďiďR
mipTRq
pd´ 1qi ď
7
log n
.
(As before, i˝ is the smallest integer i such that pd´ 1qi ě plog nq4.)
Lemma 5.5. If TRpuq P TR and u Ď δu is such that Ti˝puq is a tree, then TRpuq P T dirR .
Proof. Since Ti˝puq is a tree, by definition we have m˝pTRpuqq “ 0. Further, if a collision
occurs by depth ` in BRpuq then it occurs by depth ` in BRpuq, so we have for all ` that
m`pTRpuqq ď
ÿ
1ďiď`
mipTRpuqq ď
ÿ
1ďiď`
mipTRpuqq.
From this it follows thatÿ
i˝ďiďR
mipTRpuqq
pd´ 1qi ď
ÿ
i˝ďsďR
ř
iďsmipTRpuqq
pd´ 1qs “
ÿ
1ďiďR
mipTRpuqq
ÿ
maxti,i˝uďsďR
1
pd´ 1qs
ď d´ 1
d´ 2
„
m˝pTRpuqq
pd´ 1qi˝ `
ÿ
i˝ďiďR
mipTRpuqq
pd´ 1qi

ď 7
log n
,
which proves TRpuq P T dirR . 
The following supplies a version of Proposition 4.1 for directed neighborhoods.
Corollary 5.6. With high probability, it holds for all pairs u ‰ v in V that for some u Ď δu
and v Ď δv with |u| “ |v| “ d´ 2, we have
BL˝puq XBL˝pvq “ ∅ and tTRpuq,TRpvqu X T dirR ‰ ∅ (21)
If QR is a directed neighborhood structure satisfying
QL˝ “ TL˝ and distpQR,TRq ď plog nq2 for some TR P TR, (22)
then QR P ΩdirR . For any positive constant ℘, there exists ∆ ” ∆p℘q sufficiently large so that
for R ě R`p∆q, and any fixed subset v Ď δv,
PpTRpvq “ TRq ď n´℘ for all TR P ΩdirR . (23)
Proof. Recall from Corollary 4.7 that with high probability TRpuq P TR for all vertices u.
Combining with Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 gives the first assertion (21). Next, if QR satisfies the
conditions (22), then
m˝pQRq “ m˝pTRq “ 0 and |mipQRq ´mipTRq| ď distpQR,TRq.
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To lower bound the number of edges in QR, we can apply (18), where instead of δp1q “ d
we now have δp1q “ |u| “ d´ 2:
EpQRq ě pd´ 1q
R
1´ 1{d
„
d´ 2
d
´
ÿ
1ďiďR
2p1´ 1{dqmipQRq
pd´ 1qi

ě pd´ 1q
R
1´ 1{d
„
d´ 2
d
´ 7
log n
´ Op1q distpQR,TRqpd´ 1qi˝

ě 1
3
pd´ 1qR,
which provesQR P ΩdirR . The bound (23) follows by exactly the same reasoning as for (7). 
From now on we fix two vertices u ‰ v in V , and two subsets of half-edges u Ď δu, v Ď δv
with |u| “ |v| “ d´ 2. We consider bfs exploration of BRpuq YBRpvq Ď G from the source
set s “ tu, vu. We term this the uv-exploration or the joint exploration, and let CRpuq and
CRpvq denote the resulting cycle structures for BRpuq and BRpvq. We will also construct
two additional explorations BRpxq and BRpyq for x Ď δx, y Ď δy with |x| “ |y| “ d´ 2.
In total we have three explorations (the uv-, x-, and y-explorations) which we think of as
taking place in three disjoint graphs. These three explorations will be coupled under a joint
law Q. We will arrange so that the uv-exploration has the same law under Q as it does
under the conditional measure
Pp¨ |BL˝puq XBL˝pvq “ ∅q,
while the x- and y- explorations are independent conditioned on only a small amount of
shared information ω:
QωpCRpxq,CRpyqq “ QωpCRpxqqQωpCRpyqq. (24)
On the other hand, we will show that the coupling is sufficiently close, such that
distpCRpuq,CRpxqq ` distpCRpvq,CRpyqq
is bounded by an absolute constant with very high probability. Proposition 5.2 will follow
as a straightforward consequence.
5.2. Definition of coupled explorations. Fix u, v,u,v as above. The coupling is defined
as follows. First run the u-exploration (rooted at u) to depth L˝, conditioning not to touch
any half-edge in δv. This conditioning has the effect of reducing the number of vertices by
one. With this in mind, we take the x-exploration (rooted at x) to have the same marginal
law as a directed bfs with a starting configuration of n´ 1 vertices, each with d incident
half-edges. We can then couple the explorations so that we have an isomorphism
ι : BL˝pxq Ñ BL˝puq, xÑ u. (25)
We next run the v-exploration to depth L˝, conditioning not to touch any half-edge incident
to the u-exploration. The conditioning has the effect of reducing the number of vertices
to n1 ” n´ |BL˝puq|. Conditioning on ω “ n1, we will take the y-exploration to have the
same marginal law as a directed bfs with a starting configuration of n1 vertices, each with
d incident half-edges. We can then couple the explorations so that we have an isomorphism
ι : BL˝pyq Ñ BL˝pvq, y Ñ v. (26)
Note that BL˝puq and BL˝pvq are conditioned to be disjoint; and together they form the
uv-exploration to depth L˝.
Set t equal to t0, the number of edges revealed so far in the uv-exploration. For t ě t0, let
Auvt be the set of all available half-edges in the uv-exploration, with F
uv
t Ď Auvt the subset of
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frontier half-edges. Likewise, for each z P tx,yu, let Azt be the set of all available half-edges
in the z-exploration, with Fzt Ď Azt the frontier half-edges. We will partition
Fuvt “ disjoint union of Xut ,Xvt ,Zuvt . (27)
Meanwhile we partition, for z P tx,yu,
Fzt “ disjoint union of Xzt ,Zzt . (28)
Roughly speaking we will explore the neighborhoods simultaneously, attempting to maintain
BRpuq – BRpxq and BRpvq – BRpyq as much as possible, while ensuring that the individual
explorations have the correct marginal laws, and also satisfy the conditional independence
requirement (24). Due to the latter constraints, we can only guarantee partial isomorphisms
between the neighborhoods. The X lists will keep track of the frontier half-edges that remain
within the isomorphism, and the Z lists will keep track of the remainder.
To make this precise, for q P tx,y,uvu let Gqt be the q-exploration graph at time t. Then
for q P tu,vu let Gqt be the subgraph of Guvt consisting of the arrows that are reachable
from q only. We will define subgraphs
Kqt Ď Gqt , q P tu,v,x,yu,
so thatKut XKvt “ ∅ and there is a graph isomorphism ιt takingKxt ÑKut andKyt ÑKvt .
For s ď t we will ensure that Kqs ĎKqt and ιt restricts to ιs, so we drop the subscript and
write simply ι throughout. The list X qt will track the unmatched half-edges at the boundary
of Kqt , so that ι extends to a bijective mapping
ι : Xxt Ñ Xut and ι : Xyt Ñ Xvt .
We begin at time t0 by setting
Kqt0 “ BL˝pqq, q P tu,v,x,yu,
with ι ” ιt0 as in (25) and (26). For each q P tu,v,x,yu, X qt0 is the list of frontier half-edges
at the boundary of BL˝pqq. The lists Zuvt0 ,Zxt0 ,Zyt0 are defined to be empty.
For t ě t0, we run the bfs exploring one half-edge at a time, as follows. In the initial bfs
queue of half-edges we place the half-edges of Fxt0 in order, followed by the half-edges of F
y
t0 in
order, followed by the half-edges of Fuvt0 in order. Then, for each t ě t0, we remove the first
half-edge from the bfs queue and explore it. If this half-edge is some η P Zuvt Y Zxt Y Zyt , we
explore it alone. If instead this half-edge is some η P Xzt for z P tx,yu, then we also remove
ιpηq from the queue, and explore from both half-edges η, ιpηq in a coupled manner. If η finds
a new vertex, the unmatched half-edges are appended to the end of the bfs queue, followed
by any unmatched half-edges found by ιpηq. It is clear from the definitions how to update
the A,F lists; and we explain below how to update X, Z, and K. By construction, it will
never occur that the next half-edge lies in Xut Y Xvt .
Suppose at time t that the next half-edge to be explored is some η P Xxt , incident to
some vη PKxt . Let ξ ” ιpηq P Xut ; this is a half-edge incident to vξ ” ιpvηq PKut . For each
η1 P Axt ztηu, we should have η matching to η1 with probability
pxt ” r|Axt | ´ 1s´1.
In contrast, for each ξ1 P Auvt ztξu, we should have ξ matching to ξ1 with probability
puvt ” r|Auvt | ´ 1s´1.
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Define the following subsets of half-edges:
J1 ” Xxt ztηu, J2 ” Xut ztξu, J3 ” Zxt , J4 ” Fuvt zXut . (29)
Take U to be a random variable uniformly distributed on r0, 1s. Let z0 “ 0, and
z1 ” |J1|mintpxt , puvt u, z2 ” |J1|maxtpxt , puvt u,
z3 ” z2 ` |J3|pxt , z4 ” z3 ` |J4|puvt , z5 “ 1.
Denote Ii ” pzi´1, zis, 1 ď i ď 5. Choose independent uniformly random half-edges
k P Auvt zFuvt , k1 P Axt zFxt , fi P Ji for 2 ď i ď 4, (30)
and denote f1 ” ι´1pf2q P J1. If |Auvt | ą |Axt |, we match η, ξ as follows:
if U in I1 I2 I3 I4 I5
x-exploration: η matches to f1 f1 f3 k
1 k1
uv-exploration: ξ matches to f2 k k f4 k
If instead |Auvt | ă |Axt |, we match η, ξ according to
if U in I1 I2 I3 I4 I5
x-exploration: η matches to f1 k
1 f3 k1 k1
uv-exploration: ξ matches to f2 f2 k f4 k
This defines the bfs exploration from a half-edge η P Xxt . If instead η P Xyt , the exploration
is defined in a symmetric manner. Finally, if η P Z qt for q P tx,y,uvu then we match η to a
uniformly random η1 P Aqt ztηu.
After exploring the half-edge, we update Aq (unmatched half-edges in the q-exploration)
and Fq (frontier half-edges in the q-exploration) for q P tx,y,uvu. We now explain how to
update the X,Z lists. In view of (27) and (28), it suffices to explain how to update the X
lists: to do this, first remove the explored half-edges, as well as their images under ι or ι´1.
We make an addition to X if and only if we explore from η P Xzt for z P tx,yu and U P I5. In
this case, the half-edges sharing a vertex vk with k are added to X
u
t , the half-edges sharing
a vertex vk1 with k
1 are added to Xxt , and we set
Kxt`1 ”Kxt together with arrow vη Ñ vk1 ;
Kut`1 ”Kut together with arrow vξ Ñ vk.
Altogether this concludes the definition of the coupled bfs.
Definition 5.7. In the coupled exploration defined above, when exploring from a half-edge
η P Xxt Y Xyt , we say the coupling succeeds if U P I1 Y I5; otherwise we say a coupling error
occurs. When exploring from a half-edge η P Zxt Y Zyt Y Zuvt , we say a coupling error occurs
whenever η matches to another frontier half-edge η1. Let err` count the number of coupling
errors that occur when exploring a half-edge emanating from a depth-` vertex.
5.3. Analysis of coupling. Let Tmax denote the number of bfs steps to complete the
uv-exploration to depth Rmax, so that Tmax ď 2pd´ 1qRmax “ 2n1{2plog nq.
Definition 5.8. Suppose at time t that ` “ `ptq is the minimum depth at the boundary of
the uv-exploration. (That is to say, for each frontier half-edge f P Fuvt , the incident vertex
vf lies at distance ` or `` 1 from tu, vu in the explored subgraph.) For each q P tu,vu, let
D qt denote the subset of half-edges f P Fuvt such that vf lies within distance 2R ´ `´ 1 of vq
in the explored subgraph. Note that for all ` ď R we have D qt Ě X qt Y Zuvt .
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Lemma 5.9. Let D be the union of the lists Zxt ,Z
y
t ,D
u
t zXut ,Dvt zXvt over all t ď Tmax. Then
|D| ď r1` γpC qsR
ÿ
L˝ď`ďR
err`pd´ 1qR´`{2`Op1q
for err` as in Definition 5.7.
Proof. By definition err` “ 0 for ` ď L˝, so
|Zxt Y Zyt | ď
ÿ
L˝ď`ďR
err`pd´ 1qR´``Op1q. (31)
We next control the sizes of the sets Dut zXut . Suppose the half-edge f P Xut is incident to
vertex vf (at depth ` or `` 1). Then the graph Gt must contain a path pi from u to vf of
length at most 2R ´ `. Since u lies in Ku but ξ1 does not, we can define w to be the last
vertex on pi such that the edge preceding w (on pi) belongs to Ku, but the edge following w
does not. Then, similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.7, let z be the last vertex after w on
pi with indegpzq ě 2; if no such vertex exists we set z “ w. Suppose
depthpwq “ `w ě L˝, depthpzq “ `´ i ě 0.
The path from z to vf cannot have any valleys, so it must consist of an up-segment of length
j ´ i ě 0, followed by a down-segment of length
j1 “ depthpvf q ´ p`´ jq P tj, j ` 1u.
The path from vg to w has length at least `w, and the path from z to vf has length pj ´ iq ` j1.
Thus, even ignoring the path between w and z, for the total path length to be ď 2R ´ `´ 1
(see Definition 5.8) we must have
j ` j1 ď 2R ´ p`´ iq ´ L˝ ´ 1 ď 2R ´ `w ´ 1,
recalling that `´ i ě 0. Consequently, if we take Dup`q to be the union of Dut zXut over all
times t at depth `, then we have
|Dup`q| ď
ÿ
L˝ď`1ď`
err`1r1` γpC qspd´ 1qR´`1{2`Op1q,
where `1 runs over the possibilities for `w, err`1 bounds the choices for w given `1, 1` γpC q
bounds the choices for z given w, and the final factor pd´ 1qR´`1{2`Op1q bounds the choices
for vf given z. Summing over ` ď R and combining with (31) proves the lemma. 
Corollary 5.10. In the coupling, with D as in Lemma 5.9,
Qp|D| ě plog nq7n7{16q ď 2
exptplog nq2u .
Proof. We will estimate the right-hand side of the bound stated in Lemma 5.9. At each time
t at depth ` “ `ptq, the chance to create a new coupling error is À pd´ 1q`{n. The number
of such chances at depth ` is À pd´ 1q`, so the total number err` of coupling errors at depth
` is stochastically dominated by a binomial random variable with mean
µ` À pd´ 1q2`{n ď pd´ 1q2Rmax{n “ plog nq2.
Applying (3), there is a constant c0 such thatÿ
`ďRmax
Pperr` ě c0plog nq2q ď expt´2plog nq2u.
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From Lemma 3.5 we have PpγpC q ě 8eplog nq2q ď expt´plog nq2u. If max` err` ď c0plog nq2
and γpC q ď 8eplog nq2 then (for large n)
|D| ď plog nq5pd´ 1qR´L˝{2`Op1q ď plog nq7n1{2´1{16,
concluding the proof. 
Definition 5.11. We say that time t is a bad step if either of the following holds:
(i) the exploration started from a half-edge η P Xxt Y Xyt , and the random variable U fell
in the interval I2; or
(ii) any of the (at most four) half-edges matched at this step belongs to D.
Let ERR count the total number of bad steps.
`
R− `
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dgt
Xgt︷ ︸︸ ︷ Z ght︷ ︸︸ ︷
ξ ξ′
δu\u︷ ︸︸ ︷ δv\v︷ ︸︸ ︷
Figure 3. Dut is the subset of frontier half-edges reachable from u within distance 2R´ `
inside the graph explored by time t (Definition 5.8). If ξ P Xut matches to ξ1 P Fuvt zDut as
shown here, then distpC puq,C pxqq remains unchanged unless a short cycle was closed by
time t in the pR´ `q-neighborhood of ξ1. In the notation of Definition 5.11, this step does
not contribute to ERR.
Lemma 5.12. In the coupling, for any positive constant ℘ we have for large enough n that
QpERR ě 17℘q n´℘.
Proof. For case (i) of Definition 5.11, note that if we are exploring from η P Xxt , then
|I2| “ z2 ´ z1 “ r|X
u
t | ´ 1sr|Auvt | ´ Axt |s
r|Auvt | ´ 1sr|Axt | ´ 1s ď
t2
n2r1´ onp1qs ď
2pd´ 1q2Rmax
n2
. (32)
Therefore the number of bad steps of type (i) is stochastically dominated by a binomial
random variable B1 with mean EB1 À pd´ 1q3Rmax{n2. Meanwhile, if we condition on |D|,
then the number of bad steps of type (ii) is stochastically dominated by the sum of two
independent binomial random variables B2a and B2b where
B2a „ Binp|D|, 2pd´ 1qRmax{nq
B2b „ Binp2pd´ 1qRmax , |D|{nq
Now recall from Corollary 5.10 that with very high probability we have |D| ď plog nq7n7{16.
The claimed bound now follows by applying (3). 
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Lemma 5.13. In the coupling, for R ď Rmax and any positive constant ℘, we have for large
enough n that
Q
ˆ
max
"
distpCRpuq,CRpxqq,
distpCRpvq,CRpyqq
*
ě 60℘
˙
 n´℘.
Proof. In the coupled exploration to depth Rmax, for q P tu,v,x,yu let SRpqq be the cycle
structure for all cycles inside BRpqq of length ď 2pRmax ´ L˝q. If we delete all such cycles
from BRpuq and BRpxq, then the remaining cycle structures lie at distance at most ERR; see
Figure 3. It follows that
distpCRpuq,CRpxqq ď γpSRpuqq ` γpSRpxqq ` ERR.
The bound then follows by combining Lemmas 3.7 and 5.12. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Write d˝ ” plog nq{p10 log log nq. In view of (21) it suffices to show
that for any pair of vertices u ‰ v, and any choice of u Ď δu, v Ď δv with |u| “ |v| “ d´ 2,
ppu,vq ” P
ˆ
TRpuq P T dirR and
distpCRpuq,CRpvqq ď d˝
ˇˇˇˇ
BL˝puq XBL˝pvq “ ∅
˙
 n´2.
Applying Lemma 5.13 with ℘ “ 2 then gives
ppu,vq ď opn´2q `Q
ˆ
TRpuq P T dirR , distpCRpuq,CRpvqq ď d˝, and
maxtdistpCRpuq,CRpxqq, distpCRpvq,CRpyqqu ď 120
˙
.
Note that if TRpuq P T dirR and distpCRpuq,CRpxqq ď 120 then CRpxq satisfies the conditions
(22), and therefore belongs to ΩdirR . Further, let Ξ denote the subset of cycle structures C
for which γpC q ď 2eplog nq2, and note that QpCRpyq R Ξq n´2 by Lemma 3.5. Therefore,
since CRpxq and CRpyq are conditionally independent given ω, we have
ppu,vq ď opn´2q `
ÿ
ω
Qpωq
ÿ
C PΞ
QωpCRpyq “ C qQω
ˆ
CRpxq P ΩdirR and
distpCRpxq,C q ď d˝ ` 240
˙
(33)
where the contribution from C R Ξ was absorbed into the opn´2q term. It follows from (23),
taking ℘ “ 3, that for ∆ sufficiently large we will have
max
ω
QωpCRpyq “ C 1q n´3 for all C 1 P ΩdirR .
For C P Ξ, the number of C 1 within distance d˝ ` 240 is, crudely, at most plog nqpd˝`240q8:
recalling Definition 5.1, for each add operation it suffices to specify the start point, end
point, and length of the new segment. For each delete operation it suffices merely to specify
a single cut vertex. Each operation can increase the total number of edges by at most 2Rmax,
so during d˝ ` 240 add/delete operations the total number of edges certainly cannot increase
beyond plog nq3.1. The number of possible operations at each step is then ď plog nq8. The
total number of C 1 is bounded by the number of possible sequences of d˝ ` 240 operations,
which is ď plog nqpd˝`240q8 as claimed. Thus altogether
max
ω
Qω
ˆ
CRpxq P ΩdirR and
distpCRpxq,C q ď d˝ ` 240
˙
ď plog nqpd˝`240q8n´3  n´2.
Substituting into (33) gives ppu,vq n´2 as claimed. 
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Proof of Theorem 1 upper bound. It follows from Proposition 5.2 that for R ě R`p∆q with
∆ a large absolute constant, PpBRpuq fl BRpvqq n´2 for each pair u ‰ v. Taking a union
bound over all pairs, we see that
BRpuq fl BRpvq for all pairs u ‰ v
with high probability. This implies that reconstruction is possible given the list of rooted
pR` ` 1q-neighborhoods, which proves our claim that the reconstruction radius R‹pGq is
upper bounded by R`. 
Remark 5.14. We remark that for R “ R`p∆q, one can test in polynomial time whether
BRpuq fl BRpvq for all pairs u ‰ v in the graph. For any vertex v, γpCRpvqq is stochastically
dominated by a binomial random variable with mean p2e∆q log n. It thus follows by (3) and
a union bound that for ∆ a large enough absolute constant,
PpγpCRpvqq ě nplog nqe2∆ for any v P V q ď n expt´nplog nqe2∆u “ onp1q.
To test whether BRpuq – BRpvq, it is enough to enumerate over all orderings of the edges
descended from vertices z P CRpuq with outdegpzq larger than one. Note
1
2
ÿ
zPCRpuq
outdegpzq1toutdegpzq ě 2u ď
ÿ
zPCRpuq
poutdegpzq ´ 1q “ γpCRpuqq `Op1q.
The number of enumerations is crudely
ď
ź
zPCRpuq
outdegpzq! ď exp
" ÿ
zPCRpuq
outdegpzq1toutdegpzq ě 2u logpd´ 1q
*
.
Combining with the preceding bounds, we see the runtime is with high probability polynomial
in n, although the power may grow with d.
6. Lower bound on reconstruction radius
We will show that for R ď R´p∆q with ∆ a sufficiently large absolute constant, it is not
possible to reconstruct the graph. For u ‰ v we define Yuv to be the indicator that BRpuq
and BRpvq are vertex-disjoint, with cycle structure as shown in Figure 4. The main result
of this section is the following
Proposition 6.1. For R “ R´ with ∆ a large absolute constant, the random variable
Y ” Y pGq ”
ÿ
u‰v
Yuv
is positive with high probability.
Before proving the proposition, we explain how it implies the main theorem:
Proof of Theorem 1 lower bound. Let G be a random d-regular graph. By Proposition 6.1,
with high probability we can find a pair u ‰ v with the cycle structure C˝ shown in Figure 4.
We then form a new graph G1 by cutting the four edges
pu1u2q, pu3u4q, pv1v4q, pv2v3q
and forming four new edges
pu1u4q, pu2u3q, pv1v2q, pv3v4q;
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0
1
2
R
u v
u1 v1u3
u4 v4
Figure 4. Cycle structure C˝ for BRpuvq. An alternative (but equivalent) representation
is given in Figure 5.
see Figure 5. We write Brpx;Gq for the rooted r-neighborhood of x in graph G. Note that
BR´1px;Gq – BR´1px;G1q
for all vertices x. Now suppose for the sake of contradiction that there exists a graph
isomorphism ϕ : G1 Ñ G, and let u2 ” ϕpuq. Then
BRpu2;Gq – BRpu;G1q – BRpv;Gq fl BRpu;Gq,
which implies u2 ‰ u. On the other hand note
distpCR`puq,CR`pu2qq ď Op1q.
This does not occur with high probability by Proposition 5.2. 
0
1
2
R
u v
u2
u1 u3
u4 v2
v1 v3
v4
Figure 5. An equivalent representation of the cycle structure of Figure 4. Proposition 6.1
asserts that, with high probability, the graph G has vertices u ‰ v with this cycle structure.
Form the graph G1 by cutting the four edges pu1u2q, pu3u4q, pv1v4q, pv2v3q and forming four
new edges pu1u4q, pu2u3q, pv1v2q, pv3v4q.
Lemma 6.2. In the setting of Proposition 6.1,
a. EY12 “ ωnp1q{n2;
b. ErY12Y13s “ onp1qrnpEY12q2s;
c. ErY12Y34s ď r1` onp1qspEY12q2.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. By Chebychev’s inequality,
PpY “ 0q ď VarYpEY q2 À
1
n
` 1
EY
` Opn
3qErY12Y13s `Opn4qCovpY12, Y34q
pEY q2 .
This tends to zero by Lemma 6.2. 
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Proof of Lemma 6.2a. Applying (13) gives
EY12 “ e
onp1q|LabpC˝q|
pndq4 exp
"
´ pd´ 2qT
2
2nd
*
.
It is easily seen that |LabpC˝q| — pd´ 1q8R`Op1q and T ď 2dpd´ 1qR´1, so
EY12 Á pd´ 1q
8R
n4dOp1q
exp
"
´ 2dpd´ 2qpd´ 1q2
pd´ 1q2R
n
*
.
Therefore, in order to make EY12  n´2 it suffices to take R ď R´p∆q for a sufficiently large
absolute constant ∆. 
BFS
2 3 1 4
(a) Exploration of BRp12q YBRp34q.
2 3 1 4
(b) Cycles in BRp12q.
2 3 1 4
(c) Cycles in BRp34q.
Figure 6. Possible structure C , with C zQ shown in dashed lines. Blue edges are explored
from BRp12q only; purple edges are explored from BRp34q only; green edges are explored
jointly after a collision between the two explorations (shown in red).
We now prove the reminder of Lemma 6.2. In the following we will consider bfs explo-
ration to depth R outwards from s ” t1, 2, 3, 4u, which we partition into a ” t1, 2u and
b ” t3, 4u. Let us denote BRpaq ” BRp1q YBRp2q, BRpbq ” BRp3q YBRp4q, and finally
BRpsq ” BRpaq YBRpbq. The bfs exploration makes BRpsq into a directed graph G. Define
Q ” QRpa,bq to be the minimal connected subgraph of G that contains all cycles in BRpaq
and all cycles in BRpbq, and let
CRpa,bq ” supppQRpa,bq;Gq, (34)
where the support is defined with respect to source set s (as in Definition 3.2); see Figure 6.1
We write ΞpC˝q for the collection of C which can arise if BRp12q and BRp34q both have cycle
structure C˝ (for C˝ as in Figure 4). This means that if we take the subgraph Q Ď C induced
1Note that CRpa,bq need not be the same as CRpsq (Definition 3.3), since there may be cycles in BRpsq
which are not contained in either s or BRpbq.
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by the cycles inside BRpaq and BRpbq, then Q “ AYB where A – C˝ – B if regarded as
undirected graphs. Let
αpC q ” number of connected components in C zQ,
ρpC q ” number of connected components in AXB.
Lemma 6.3. For R ě p1{2q logd´1 n, suppose the cycle structure C “ CRpa,bq, as defined
in (34), belongs to ΞpC˝q. Then
|LabpC q|
pndqγpC q À
pd´ 1q|EpC q|
nγpC q
À
ˆpd´ 1qR
n
˙αpC q pd´ 1q16R
nρpC qn8
.
Moreover, the total number of structures C with values pα, ρq is ď plog nqOpα`ρq.
Proof. The first inequality follows directly from (15). For the second inequality, abbreviate
α ” αpC q and ρ ” ρpC q. Note that C zQ consists of α paths, where each path l joins two
vertices in Q. Since the endpoints of the path are already in Q, the contribution of the path
to γ is |Eplq| ´ |V plq| “ 1. Therefore we have
γpC q “ α ` |EpQq| ´ |V pQq| ` 4 “ α ` γpQq, |EpC q| ď αR ` |EpQq|. (35)
Next let IpQq denote the set of connected components in AXB, so |IpQq| “ ρ. Then
γpQq “ 2γpC˝q ´
ÿ
HPIpQq
p|EpHq| ´ |V pHq|q “ 2γpC˝q ´
ÿ
HPIpQq
pχpHq ´ 1q.
Recalling γpC˝q “ 4 and rearranging gives
γpQq ´ ρ “ 8´ spQq where spQq ”
ÿ
HPIpQq
χpHq ě 0. (36)
Since C˝ is the disjoint union of two bicycles, spQq counts the number of cycles shared
between A and B, so |EpQq| ď p8´ spQqq2R “ 2RpγpQq ´ ρq. Altogether this gives
|EpC q| ď αR ` |EpQq| ď
´
α ` 2pγpQq ´ ρq
¯
R.
It follows that
pd´ 1q|EpC q|
nγpC q
ď pd´ 1q
αR`2pγpQq´ρqR
nα`γpQq
“
ˆpd´ 1qR
n
˙α
1
nρ
ˆpd´ 1q2R
n
˙γpQq´ρ
ď
ˆpd´ 1qR
n
˙α
1
nρ
ˆpd´ 1q2R
n
˙8
,
where the last step uses that pd´ 1q2R{n ě 1 and γpQq ´ ρ ď 8. The total number of cycle
structures C with values pα, ρq is ď plog nqOpα`ρq by essentially the same argument as was
used in the proof of Proposition 5.2. 
We now consider bfs exploration from source set s “ t1, 2, 3, 4u. Let S count the total
number of steps for the bfs. At time s, let ηs be the next half-edge to be explored, and let
δspa,bq denote the number of frontier half-edges η such that matching ηs to η would form
a cycle within either BRpaq or BRpbq. Note that the sequence δpa,bq ” pδspa,bqqs is not
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uniquely determined by pC , Lq. Recalling (13),
ErY12Y34;C s
pEY12q2 ď
eonp1q
pndqγpC q
ÿ
LPLabpC q
ÿ
δpa,bq
Prδpa,bq | pC , Lqs exp
"
´
ř
sďS δspa,bq
nd
*
|LabpC˝q|2
pndq8 exp
"
´ pd´ 2qT
2
nd
* . (37)
As in (2), let γpC q count the number of bfs collisions within the cycle structure. Let γ`pC q
be the contribution to γpC q from collisions at depth `, where the depth is as defined in (1)
(so 2` runs over the positive integers). Since C includes only cycles that are contained inside
BRpaq or BRpbq, there can be bfs collisions that are not counted by γpC q. Let x` denote
the number of bfs collisions at depth ` not counted by γ`pC q; note x` is also not uniquely
determined by pC , Lq. Denote ω` ” γ`pC q ` x`.
To compare the numerator and denominator of (37), we also recall from (14) that for any
L P LabpC˝q, taking δt ” δtpC˝, Lq givesřT
t“0 δtpC˝, Lq
nd
“ pd´ 2qT
2
2nd
` onp1q. (38)
Recall the half-edges incident to each vertex are ordered, and the bfs exploration respects
this ordering (Definition 3.1): whenever the frontier half-edge gt matches to a half-edge
ht P δw where w was not previously found, the half-edges of δwzthtu are appended in order
at the end of the bfs queue, ensuring that they will be explored in that order. Explore BRpaq
using the same ordering (this is henceforth termed the a-exploration), and let La denote the
resulting labelling of C˝. Define likewise Lb using the exploration of BRpbq.
Lemma 6.4. Consider bfs exploration of BRpsq “ BRpaq YBRpbq. With La, Lb as above,
write δtpaq ” δtpC˝, Laq and δtpbq ” δtpC˝, Lbq. Thenÿ
tďT
δtpaq `
ÿ
tďT
δtpbq ´
ÿ
sďS
δspa,bq ď 10d ¨ DIFFR
where, writing ωďi ” řjďi ωj,
DIFFR ”
ÿ
iďR
pd´ 1q2R
pd´ 1qi ωi
ˆ
1` ωďi `
ÿ
iăjďR
ωj
pd´ 1qj´i
˙
.
Proof. Let Spaq be the subset of times s P rSs such that the arrow traversed at time s in
the G-exploration is also traversed (in the forward direction) in the a-exploration, at some
time tapsq. Let Ta denote the subset of times t P rT s that the arrow traversed at time t in
the a-exploration is never traversed forward in the G-exploration. Likewise define SB, tBpsq,
and TB. Note Sa Y SB “ rSs and Sa may intersect SB. Summing over 1 ď s ď S givesÿ
tďT
δtpaq `
ÿ
tďT
δtpbq ´
ÿ
sďS
δspa,bq
“
ÿ
sPSaXSB
δspa,bq `
ÿ
q“a,b
„ ÿ
tPTq
δtpqq `
ÿ
sPSq
pδtqpsqpqq ´ δspa,bqq

(39)
Suppose xÑ y is traversed at time t “ tapsq in the a-exploration. We compare δspa,bq with
δtpaq. If δspa,bq is smaller than δtpaq, the only reason is that some half-edges which are in
the frontier of the a-exploration at time t were already revealed in the G-exploration by time
s, implying that there was a bfs collision before t. Let us consider how many frontier edges
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η can be lost from a single collision w at depth i: if η is incident to vertex vη, there must be
a path pi from t1, 2u to vη of length ď ` ď R. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 and
Corollary 5.10, let z be the last vertex after w on pi such that indegpzq ě 2, setting z “ w if
no such vertex occurs. If depthpzq “ j, then the distance between t1, 2u and z is ě maxti, ju.
Given z, the number of choices for η is then ď pd´ 1qR`1´maxti,ju. It follows that the number
of half-edges lost from w is upper bounded by
pd´ 1qR`1´i `
ÿ
jďR
ωjpd´ 1qR`1´maxti,ju ď pd´ 1q
R`1
pd´ 1qi
ˆ
1` ωďi `
ÿ
iăjďR
ωj
pd´ 1qj´i
˙
If we then sum this over all collisions w, we find
max
sďS pδtapsqpaq ´ δspa,bqq ď
d ¨ DIFFR
pd´ 1qR . (40)
Observe also that δtpaq ` δtpbq and δspa,bq are ď 2dpd´ 1qR, and
|Sa X SB| ` |Ta| ` |TB| ď 3
ÿ
iďR
pd´ 1qR
pd´ 1qi ωi ď
3 ¨ DIFFR
pd´ 1qR . (41)
Substituting both (40) and (41) into (39) gives altogetherÿ
tďT
δtpaq `
ÿ
tďT
δtpbq ´
ÿ
sďS
δspa,bq ď dpS ` 6pd´ 1qRq ¨ DIFFRpd´ 1qR ď 10d ¨ DIFFR,
concluding the proof. 
Lemma 6.5. Let r˝ be the largest integer r such that pd´ 1qr ď plog nq12, and define
E ”
!
ωďRmax ď plog nq3{2 and ωďr˝ ď 5
)
.
Denote xďi ” řjďi xj. On the event E, it holds for any R ď Rmax that
DIFFR ď 7pd´ 1q2Rωďr˝ ` onpnq ď 7pd´ 1q2RrγpC q ` xďr˝s ` onpnq
Proof. Let j˝ be the largest integer j such that pd´ 1qj ď plog nq8. In the expression for
DIFFR given in Lemma 6.4, the contribution to the sum from indices i ą j˝ is
À
ÿ
iąj˝
pd´ 1qRmaxplog nq5
pd´ 1qi À
nplog nq7
plog nq8  n.
On the other hand, for i ď j˝, we have
1` ωďi `
ÿ
iăjďR
ωj
pd´ 1qj´i ď 1` ωďr˝ `
ωďR
pd´ 1qr˝´j˝ ď 6`
1
plog nq2 .
Thus the contribution to DIFFR from indices i ď j˝ is (for large n)
ď 7
ÿ
iďj˝
pd´ 1q2R
pd´ 1qi ωi ď 7pd´ 1q
2Rωďr˝ .
Combining these estimates proves the claim. 
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Applying (3) as before gives PpEcq n´4. Recall from Lemma 6.2a that EY12  n´2, so
ErY12Y34;Ecs
pEY12q2  n
4ErY12Y34;Ecs ď n4PpEcq 1.
Therefore we have
ErY12Y34s
pEY12q2 ď onp1q `
ÿ
C PΞpC˝q
RpC q, where RpC q ” ErY12Y34;C ,EspEY12q2 .
Combining (37), (38), and Lemma 6.5 gives
RpC q ď e
onp1q|LabpC q|{pndqγpC q
|LabpC˝q|2{pndq8 exp
"pd´ 1q2R
n
70γpC q
*
F pC q
where, recalling xďi ” řjďi xj, F is defined as
F pC q ” max
LPLabpC q
ÿ
δpa,bq
Prδpa,bq | pC , Lqs exp
"pd´ 1q2R
n
70xďr˝
*
. (42)
Lemma 6.6. In the setting of Proposition 6.1, the function F pC q defined in (42) satisfies
F pC q ď 1` onp1q, provided R ď R´p∆q for ∆ a sufficiently large absolute constant.
Proof. Conditioned on pC , Lq, the random variable řiďr˝ xi is stochastically dominated by a
Binpb, pq random variable with b “ pd´ 1qr˝`Op1q and p “ pd´ 1qr˝`Op1q{n. Thus
F pC q ď E
„
exp
"pd´ 1q2R
n
70B
*
ď
ˆ
1` exp
"pd´ 1q2R
n
70
*
p
˙b
ď exp
"
bp exp
"pd´ 1q2R
n
70
**
“ exp
"plog nqOp1q
n
expt70e´∆ log nu
*
,
which can be made ď 1` onp1q by taking ∆ slightly larger than log 70. 
Proof of Lemma 6.2c. Combining (42) with Lemma 6.6 gives
RpC q ď e
onp1q|LabpC q|{pndqγpC q
|LabpC˝q|2{pndq8 exp
"pd´ 1q2R
n
70γpC q
*
Recall from (35) and (36) that γpC q “ αpQq ` γpQq and γpQq “ 8` ρpQq. In particular, if
ρpQq ě 1 then γpQq ď 9ρpQq. Combining this with the main result of Lemma 6.3 gives
R´ 1 ď onp1q `
ÿ
ρě1,αě0
plog nqOpα`ρq
ˆ
exptOp1qpd´ 1q2R{nu
n
˙ρ`α
pd´ 1qRα,
where the factor plog nqOpα`ρq accounts for the enumeration over structures C with values
α, ρ, as noted in Lemma 6.3. Thus we can make R ď 1` onp1q by taking R ď R´p∆q for a
sufficiently large absolute constant ∆. 
Proof of Lemma 6.2b. We see from (37) that
ErY12Y13s
npEY12q2 ď
exptOp1qpd´ 1q2R{nu
n
,
which is made ď onp1q by taking R ď R´p∆q for a sufficiently large absolute constant ∆. 
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